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„…the emergence of international gender associations, …a higher 
kind of people, which, thanks to their predominance of will, know-
ledge, wealth and influence, would make use of democratic Europe 
as their most docile tool, …to create (shape) the human beings as 
an artist…A race with its own sphere of life, which can indulge in 
every luxury, strong enough not to need the tyranny of the virtue 
imperative, beyond good and evil; a hothouse for odd and selected 
plants.“ 
(F. Nietzsche, „Left Fragments“, 1885/1886, from G. E. Streibig 
alias Chyron, „The Lords of the Earth“, Berlin 00) 

 
 

DEAR LADIES AND GENTLEMEN of the GERMAN BUNDESTAG, 
 

for some months now, my sister and I have been researching on the internet about the terms 
„gender“, „gender mainstreaming“, „gender theories“ and the related social endeavors associated 
with them. Up to now, we had believed that these were essential purely emancipatory efforts – i.e. 
about women’s emancipation and social equality for non-heterosexual groups or persons, for in-
stance – with some linguistic excesses (and also only these linguistic excesses were discussed, 
misleadingly(?), already on televison, „Hart aber fair“). 
 
That it is in reality about a self-contained IDEOLOGY – with a fundamental new image of man, 
i.e. the formation of a new man –, we did not know. Nor did we know that this ideology is mean-
while not only taught at colleges and universities, but that the approval (‚empowerment‘) for the 
social implementation of this ideology has already been going on for years worldwide by politicians 
and institutions – UN, EU, most of the leading politicians of the Western ‚community of values‘ – 
they have SIGNED it. Without it having been heard about in the public (e.g. on television), without 
having informed the public about it and even discussed it. Rather ‚one‘ goes meanwhile on to 
enforce this ideology socially by corresponding educational guidelines („recommendations“, 
„school guidelines“), e.g. in kindergardens and schools, and to present the population with a fait 
accompli... 
 
On the attached sheet (see p. 2), I have briefly described the most important „guidelines“ of this 
ideology and their logical consequences. My question to you, dear German politicians: Are you 
really of the opinion that the contents of this ideology – it would be, after communism and (Ger-
man) national socialism, now the THIRD – is compatible with democratic principles and the rule 
of law? And are you really of the opinion that it is in accordance with democratic and constitutional 
principles to impose this ideology, without informing and asking the population, virtually from 
‚above‘? In other words: Is it that time again? 
 
Please give us an answer! 
 
With kind regards 

Georg Ernst Streibig alias Chyron, Gerhild Furholt 
t.o 
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Gender ideology and its logic 

 
From the gender „guidelines“: 

 
1. Conventional genders (man and woman) are nothing but social constructs; the same ap-

plies to (their) conventional heterosexuality. There are as many genders as there are sexu-
alities (in total at least eight, some speak of several hundred). 

 

2. The sexualities are „changeable“ and „permeable“. 
 

3. Homosexuality may NOT be changed! 
 

4. There must not be heterosexual role models! 
 

5. (There shall be role models - especially for young people).  
 

6. Every human being should be enabled to experience as early as possible – that means right 
after his birth – his sexuality and with it then his special sex. 

 

7. Everyone who does not agree with these „guidelines“ is to be branded as „homophobic“! 
 
From this follows: 
Homosexuality is the only „True, Natural Sexuality“. It is the New Social Norm, because it may 
not be changed as the only sexuality! As role models may and should only homosexuals (thus les-
bians and gays) apply! (Accordingly, the homosexuality of an ADOLF HITLER is of course to be 
concealed!)  
 

For the finding and discovery of this, his „True“, „Natural“ sexuality the human being is to be 
sexually stimulated as early as possible, i.e. already as an infant; everything else would be the denial 
of an essential fundamental right, - thus also to be sanctioned accordingly. Appropriate laws are to 
be prepared. 
 
It follows: 
The homosexual group is the New Leading ‚Species‘ (so to speak, the group of, in good sense, new 
(German) ‚Aryans‘). They are responsible for defining and shaping the New (Gender) Man. Their 
association (foederation, ‚club‘), which functions according to homosexual guidelines, provides the 
new social model, to which the rest of society has to orient itself totally and globally, as the „Wes-
tern Community of values“. Anyone who criticises this group and its ideology has to be regarded 
as „homophobic“ („gay haters“, „hate preachers“) and to be silenced. Appropriate laws are to be 
prepared. 
 
Therefore, the members of this group (as far as they are recognizable as such) must of course not 
be integrated into the rest of society – like foreigners, migrants –, the group should have a role 
model function as a WHOLE. Their lived sexuality, their sexual and social togetherness, shall be 
binding for a New Global World Society led by them. (The current American president [Obama, 
gay himself?], for example, has definitely recognized the importance of this International Homo’ 
Gender Association and has therefore signaled time and time again unmistakably that he would 
like to work together with this sex association (especially against the Russian, „homophobic“ 
„dictator Putin“, their common enemy). 
 
Conclusion: 
It is therefore quite obvious that we are dealing here with a fascism that is not hard but (at first) 
‚soft‘, so to speak a ‚feminine‘, ‚sexist‘ fascism. In other words: with a new, quasi ‚gendered‘ (= 
‚homo‘-genic‘) racism resp. a new TOTALITARISM installed from above, (with ‚democratic‘ cover 
à la Nietzsche). Its ‚Enabling Law‘ (‚Ermächtigungsgesetz‘) was signed this time by the (western) 
politicians worldwide IMMEDIATELY – thus without contradiction, without exception and com-
pletely unnoticed by the public (the German media were already part of the ‚club‘ at that time). 
 


